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Figure 1: OpenMic provides two main features that incorporate proxemic metaphors: A) First, Virtual Floor acts as a virtual
conversational floor that mediates turn-taking and microphone management. Second,Malleable Mirrors support users in B)
changing the position and size of their video to control perceived distance to others and C) continuously reconfiguring videos
and screens to support conversational floor transitions on and around the floor.

ABSTRACT
Turn-taking is one of the biggest interactivity challenges in mul-
tiparty remote meetings. One contributing factor is that current
videoconferencing tools lack support for proxemic cues; i.e., spatial
cues that humans use to enact their social relations and intentions.
While more recent tools provide support for proxemic metaphors,
they often focus on approach and leave-taking rather than turn-
taking. In this paper, we present OpenMic, a videoconferencing
system that utilizes proxemic metaphors for conversational floor
management by providing 1) a Virtual Floor that serves as a fixed-
feature space for users to be aware of others’ intention to talk, and
2) Malleable Mirrors, which are video and screen feeds that can be
continuously moved and resized for conversational floor transitions.
Our exploratory user study found that these system features can
aid the conversational flow in multiparty video meetings. With this
work, we show potential for embedding proxemic metaphors to
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support conversational floor management in videoconferencing
systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Turn-taking is a core challenge in the support for remote meet-
ings that has been a topic of research for decades [66, 75]. In a
recent study on remote work during the COVID-19 pandemic,
turn-taking was reported to be the main interactivity challenge in
video-mediated communication [61], with participants expressing
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difficulties dealing with overlapping and interruptive talk. While
there are many contributing factors to these turn-taking issues, one
problem lies in impoverished and reduced non-verbal cues, such as
gestures and head/body movements, in video meetings, as well as
the lack of a shared frame of reference for interpreting these cues
[13, 14, 53, 57, 75].

To address this issue, prior research has explored socio-spatial
(proxemic) perspectives for considering how video-conferencing
technology and office spaces together shape people’s opportunities
for enacting their social relations [13, 37, 43, 57, 65, 67]. Moreover,
research on Media Spaces and Social VR systems shows that special-
ized setups can support turn-taking based on people’s natural head
turns and mutual gaze [57, 65] or through virtual 3D avatar embodi-
ment [10, 12, 25, 78, 80]. However, such systems require specialized
equipment, which is often neither available nor desirable in the
current trend of remote work that relies on everyday devices such
as laptops [15, 54, 60]. Another line of research and commercial
platforms focuses on utilizing 2D or 3D proximity spaces with user
representation of game-like avatars [1, 3] or live video windows [5–
7, 9] and/or spatial audio. Gonzalez Dias et al. [24] coin the notion
of Conversational Transitions (CTs) to articulate how systems sup-
port users in managing their engagement in conversations through
approaching and leave-taking as well as pre-, post- and during
meetings. However, it remains to be investigated how proxemic
metaphors can be used for conversational transitions at the level
of turn-taking dynamics in meetings (i.e., within the conversation
rather than in and out of conversations).

In this work, we propose to support conversational floor man-
agement through proxemic metaphors. In particular, we propose
to support continuous transitions with people’s video windows
(Fig. 1) rather than binary transitions (e.g., a button for virtually
raising the hand, or muting/unmuting) in video-conferencing tools.
The conversational floor is a cognitively shared attentive space
for turn-taking [58]. We propose to materialize the conversational
floor as a user interface element around which turn-taking motifs
can be enacted through the visual transitions with video windows.
To explore such interaction principles for supporting turn-taking,
we developed OpenMic – a video-conferencing system with a 2D
virtual space wherein users can spatially organize their video and
screen-share windows in relation to a Virtual Floor. To implement
this concept for virtual meetings, OpenMic has two main features,
the Virtual Floor and Malleable Mirrors (Figure 1). The Virtual Floor
provides a fixed-feature space [35] for conveying the intention to
talk and defining a boundary for managing conversations. Mal-
leable Mirrors [31] provide proximity-based interactions (akin to,
e.g., [1, 5, 7, 9]) but with the additional feature of adjustable video
size. Relative image size of people is known to serve as a visual
cue for perceived proximity [18, 27] in video-mediated communi-
cation. This combination of features together enables what we call
Conversational Floor Transitions, i.e., manipulations of video and
screen feeds to support continuous rather than binary transitions
for taking or ceding the floor in remote group conversations.

We conducted an exploratory study with two deployments to
analyze patterns in participants’ Conversational Floor Transitions
and better understand their role in turn-taking with OpenMic. We
found that users exploit different types of interpersonal proximity
when addressing groups vs. individuals, and that the 2D space

on and around the Virtual Floor was partitioned into zones that
serve different functions for smooth turn transitions by mediating
gradual engagement with others. From our results, we draw three
main implications for the design of video-conferencing interfaces
to support conversational floor management.

(1) Support a variety in group sizes. Our results show that the
current Virtual Floor design was most useful for 8-person
meetings and less for 4-person meetings. Yet, making the
floor more configurable may allow for adapting to different
group sizes.

(2) Find a balance between free and curated positioning of videos.
The ability to manipulate video windows introduces trade-
offs. While it supports non-verbal means for conveying the
intention to talk, it may also add additional effort to the
interaction.

(3) Support different kinds of proximity cues. Analysing video
window interaction patterns, we found that relative position
was used to address individuals whereas relative size was
used to address groups.

With this work, we make the following contributions: 1) the
novel concept of Conversational Floor Transitions based on prox-
emic metaphors for turn-taking in multiparty video meetings; 2) a
prototype of a video-conferencing system (OpenMic) that enables
conversational floor transitions; 3) a user study in which we identify
turn-taking patterns, turn-taking zones, and design trade-offs in
free vs. curated positioning of video windows; 4) implications for
the design of video-conferencing features for conversational floor
management.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
We provide an overview of prior research on turn-taking in video
communication, proxemics, and related user interface solutions for
multiparty remote meetings.

2.1 Proxemics and Collaborative Interfaces
Proxemics is a social theory originating from E.T. Hall [35] con-
cerned with how spatial relations (e.g., distance and orientation) be-
tween people and objects in the environment enable and hinder peo-
ple’s opportunities for enacting their social relations. Ideas of prox-
emics are often applied to HCI and particularly research on Media
Spaces and video-conferencing tools [13, 14, 24, 37, 43, 50, 57, 66, 67].
We draw on the following three notions from the proxemics the-
ory to design new mechanisms for turn-taking in multiparty video
meetings.

2.1.1 Fixed/Semifixed-feature Space. E.T. Hall’s notions of fixed
and semifixed features have inspired several HCI works on co-
located collaboration [28–30, 43, 51]. The notions articulate how
features such as walls (fixed) and furniture (semifixed) in the en-
vironment serve to frame our opportunities for social interaction
[35]. Prior work has used them as entities for triggering interface
responses through gradual engagement as a function of proxim-
ity [28, 48, 49], incorporated tables and walls in cross-device sharing
techniques [29], and articulated how furniture is used for proxemic
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transitions [30]. Video-mediated communication research has em-
phasized the socially configuring role of office furniture in video-
conference room design [43, 57]. This line of work has inspired the
idea of the Virtual Floor in OpenMic, which “furnishes” the virtual
2D space with a fixed feature to which participants can orient their
attention.

2.1.2 Perceptual Cues for Proximity. E.T. Hall’s work is best known
for the concept of proxemic distance zones, i.e., people move in close
proximity to others to show intention to engage with them, and
increase the distance to others when signaling to disengage [35].
These spatial patterns have been shown to re-occur consistently in
VR spaces with 3D avatars [78], and even in virtual 2D spaces. For
example, the relative position between 2D avatars provides means
for serendipitous encounters by “bumping” into each other [44].

Interestingly, other perceptual cues have shown to impact peo-
ple’s perception of proxemic distance in video-mediated commu-
nication [18, 27]. Grayson and Coventry [27] found that in video-
mediated communication, image size was a key factor in determin-
ing impressions of distance in photographs: the larger an image
is, the closer it appears, regardless of the object-to-background ra-
tio. Furthermore, during instructional videoconferencing, Ellis [18]
found that perceived proximity to the teacher affected the student’s
performance in the course and attitude towards the teacher.

2.2 Remote Communication Interfaces with
Proxemic Cues

We categorize remote communication systems into three different
approaches to providing proxemic cues: media spaces, virtual 3D
spaces, and virtual 2D spaces.

2.2.1 Media Spaces with Proxemic Cues. Prior work on media
spaces has proposed to design office spaces and their communica-
tion hardware to provide social and spatial cues and investigate the
utility of proxemic cues such as gaze direction and bodily orienta-
tion [65, 66], and/or apply spatial (proxemic) cues to connect the
context of office space layouts in the workplace [13]. While these
did not explicitly articulate their rationales in terms of proxemics,
later works started to use proxemics to frame remote meeting in-
teractions [57, 67], such as the media space of spatially aligning
remote spaces (e.g., [55, 57]) and granting blended spatial consis-
tency (e.g., [57]). Several systems have explored the gaze cues for
mediating floor control in video communication [58] or visualiza-
tions [36, 75, 79].

In previous research, various methods have been proposed to
compensate for the absence of real proxemic cues in distributed col-
laborations. [32, 37, 63, 72]. For example, Montage [71, 72] provided
teleproximity for distributed groups as a mutual approaching glance
fades in on others’ virtual workstations, enabling individuals to
peek into each other’s offices. VideoWindow [20] designed "artificial
proximity" to maintain informal interaction by directly translating
physical proximity to a virtual environment. MirrorSpace [63] con-
structed proximity as an interface to provide seamless transitions
between being aware of someone’s presence and engaging in more
intimate communication. PêLe-MêLe [32] supported different de-
grees of engagement by gradually shrinking and drifting videos
towards the center of the screen. FluidMeet [37] operationalized

proxemics for supporting private messaging and calls during multi-
party video meetings by enabling different levels of interaction with
others based on nested virtual interpersonal distances. However,
this line of work utilizes proxemic cues for mediating interper-
sonal communication rather than individual or group conversation
dynamics that include speakers, addressees, and listeners.

2.2.2 Virtual 3D Spaces with Proxemic Cues. Researchers have also
explored the use of VR systems for mediating remote social inter-
actions as the spatiality of VR allows more natural 3D proxemic
relations [10, 12, 25, 78, 80]. Social VR provides opportunities for cre-
ating unique virtualized proxemic relations by manipulating prop-
erties of interpersonal relations such as the relative scale of avatars
[80]. A few works have studied the relationship between turn-
taking and embodiment in VR via conversation analysis [11, 12].
We share their interest in understanding how embodiment can be
used to manage turn-taking; albeit focusing on the manipulation
of video feeds instead of 3D avatars.

2.2.3 Virtual 2D Spaces with Proxemic Cues. A shared 2D virtual
frame of reference can be used to establish proxemic cues with-
out custom hardware setup. Some systems enable the blending of
multiple video feeds to create a shared hybrid space [31, 52]. Mirror-
Blender [31] supports continuous repositioning, resizing, and blend-
ing of video feeds in a shared 2D interface using the principle of
WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I See [68]). Unlike MirrorBlender,
which supports blending of physical spaces in hybrid meetings, we
focus on support for turn-taking in fully virtual meetings and more
dynamic manipulation of person and task space. Most relevant to
our work are the tools that support the free manipulation of video
feeds, avatars, or UI elements to grab others’ attention in a shared
2D frame of reference [1, 5–7, 62]. Several recent videoconferenc-
ing (VC) tools enable similar experiences, such as proximity-based
social interactions with avatars to trigger bubbles of conventional
video-conferencing (e.g., Gather Town [1], Wonder.Me [7]), and/or
repositionable video feeds to provide social awareness of parallel
conversations with the proximity of everyone’s video with ad-hoc
subgroup conversations (e.g., SpatialChat [5], Sprout [6]). Most of
these interfaces provide some notion of virtual fixed/semifixed fea-
tures, e.g., abstract rectangles or depictions of chairs or roundtables,
that then provide a bounded space for scoping the video and audio
channels to subgroups of currently online users (e.g., Remo [4]). The
role of fixed/semifixed features in these interfaces is to support ap-
proach and leave-taking in groups [24] or larger online crowds [44].
Instead, our goal is to provide such spatial features for mediating
turn-taking within groups that have already been formed.

2.3 Conversational Floor Management
A large body of research has investigated the role of non-verbal
communication for meeting participants to take, yield, and main-
tain the conversational floor, e.g., [58, 66, 77]. The conversational
floor can be defined as “a cognitively shared attentive space that
mediates in the sequential or simultaneous organization of partici-
pants’ contributions” that users take turns and manage topics in a
conversation [58].

2.3.1 Turn-Taking. Turn-taking describes the flow of participa-
tion among speakers in a conversation over time. It is through
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taking turns on the conversational floor that humans engage in
dialogic collaborative problem-solving. The conversational floor
is an “dynamic and socially negotiated space” where individuals
have the opportunity to make contributions [17, 19]. Hence, ex-
amining the turn-taking structure is essential for understanding
the interplay of various voices in a group. We are interested in
how speaking turns shuffles among speakers proposed by the ana-
lytical tool called the participation-shift framework [21, 22]. The
p-shift framework [21, 22], based on the work of Goffman [23],
assigns the roles of the speaker, target (addressee), and third party
(unaddressed recipient) to the participants in a conversation. The
framework introduced four participation shifts1 that accounts for
possible micro turn-taking patterns, thereby illustrating the role of
different participants in shaping the conversation and how turns
are transferred from one speaker to another (Figure 2).

A B X

A

Y

B

Turn receiving

A
B X

Turn claiming

A YB X

Turn usurping Turn continuing

Alice talks to Bob, 
and then Bob talks to X

(X could be Alice or the group)
Alice talks to the group, and then Bob 
talks to X (X can be Alice, the group)

Alice talks to Bob, 
and then X (X is not Bob or A) talks to Y 
(Y can be Alice, Bob or the group)

Alice talks to Bob, and then Alice 
continues to talk to Y (X and Y can be 

the group)

Group

Group

Group

Figure 2: Four types of participation shifts as defined by
Gibson [21, 22].

2.3.2 HCI Research on Turn-taking in Multiparty Meetings. In HCI
research, most explorations into distributed collaboration employ-
ing videoconferencing (VC) or shared media space have primarily
focused on pairs [38–40, 47, 59]. Research has also delved into how
the medium impacts the user and conversational behaviors [16, 66].
However, with larger group sizes, meetings tend to be more mod-
erated [26] and dominated by a few individuals [73]. Prior stud-
ies quantified turn-taking behaviors to compare face-to-face inter-
actions with videoconferencing, examining various factors such
as spoken characteristics (e.g., backchannels and overlaps) [56]),
the influence of visual information [66], the provision of spatial

1Four types of P-shifts: 1) Turn-receiving is described as the moment when an auditor
takes over the speaking floor from the current speaker. 2) Turn-claiming happens when
a speaker addresses the whole group and a third party responds to this invitation;
3) Turn-usurping happens when a third party who takes over (usurps) the speaking
floor from the intended speaker (assigned by the current active speaker). This type
of turn-taking can create disorder in group interactions; 4) Turn-continuing refers to
the situation when a speaker retains control of the speaking floor while engaging in
conversation with different individuals. This type of turn-taking can indicate a level
of control or leadership in the group.

cues [13, 65, 66], and head-turning and gaze cues [14]. A promi-
nent example is Sellen’s study, which compared three VC systems
with different levels of visual information shown to the users and
revealed significant differences in how floor control and simultane-
ous talk were handled, particularly in comparison to same-room
conversations [66]. For example, the study showed that same-room
conversations exhibited a greater frequency of interruptions and
fewer formal floor.

These findings remain relevant today; the conventional user
interfaces for video-conferencing, i.e., Gallery View and Speaker
View in Zoom [8], remain largely similar to those in Sellen’s study
in 1995. However, with the recent emergence of 2D virtual spaces
(with interpersonal proximity features) such as Gather [1] and
Teamflow [9], it is timely to investigate whether such mechanisms
can support remote users in handling who is speaking and/or who
is being addressed. Our work aims to explore turn-taking patterns
during video meetings to understand which participation-shift pat-
terns [21, 22] emerge with OpenMic.

2.4 Conversational Transitions
Several studies of co-located collaboration show that social interac-
tions are dynamic in their spatial nature. Lee et al. [46] analyzed
how workers interact with each other in the workplace and found
that there are many factors, other than the proximity between
people, that affect socio-spatial formations and that socio-spatial
formations change over time for various reasons, such as ergonomic
and social comfort. Grønbæk et al. [30] found frequent transitions
between different socio-spatial formations and demonstrated how
shape-changing furniture might support these transitions. How-
ever, conventional videoconferencing tools with fixed video feed
layouts and ordering, such as Zoom, make it challenging to achieve
these conversational transitions. Emerging tools such as Gather,
Wonder, and Teamflow have utilized proxemic metaphors for more
organic transitions to support conversations. These tools enable
Conversational Transitions (CTs) - as described by Gonzalez Dias et
al. [24] - to support approaching and leave-taking. Inspired by this
work, we propose the concept of Conversational Floor Transi-
tions, which allows users to use proxemic metaphors to negotiate
transitions non-verbally in video-mediated conversations.

3 OPENMIC: SUPPORTING
CONVERSATIONAL FLOOR TRANSITIONS

We developed a prototype video-conferencing system, OpenMic, to
explore how the use of proxemic cues may support turn-taking in
multiparty remotemeetings. To study small- tomedium-sized group
meetings (4 to 8 participants), OpenMic is built to scale beyond peer-
to-peer. By routing the connections through an SFU2, OpenMic
can support more than eight video participants. The front-end and
back-end communicate via WebSockets (i.e., a signaling server) to
transmit data and HTTPS requests (i.e., authentication server) to
access the APIs.

The concept of Conversational Floor Transitions (CFTs) com-
bines two proxemic metaphors: 1) The Virtual Floor which serves

2Selective Forwarding Unit (SFU). OpenMic uses Ion-SFU, an open-source SFU
server system that can be called directly or through a gRPC or json-rpc interface:
https://github.com/pion/ion-sfu.
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Conversational Floor Transitions

Shifting and re-organizing the proxemic relations 
between people and artifacts over time depending on 
desired degree of conversation participation 

P1’s turn P2’s turn

P1 P2 P1 P2

Shared 
screen

P2 shares screen

P1 P2

Figure 3: Conversational Floor Transitions (CFTs): Continuous UI transitions where users’ video feeds can change in relative
size and position in relation to the conversational floor.
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Figure 4: The Virtual Floor: A) Shared locus of attention regarding the conversational floor between speakers; B) Users appear
as rectangles on the floor and circles off the floor; C) Rehearsing the Video feed manipulation in relation to the floor on a 2D
WYSIWIS canvas.

as a Fixed-feature space (3.1); and 2) Malleable Mirrors which allow
for shifting the perceived proxemic distance (3.2).

When users move their videos (Figure 3), they have fine-grained
control of their relative size and proximity to others for enacting
their desired degree of participation. Continuous transitions on and
off the Virtual Floor further allow for enacting different kinds of
conversational floor transitions, e.g., addressing the whole group
or single individuals.

In the following, we explain the design details of OpenMic re-
garding the interface concepts, Virtual Floor and Malleable Mirrors,
outlining how they together support new communicationmeans for
conversational floor management, i.e., Conversational Floor Transi-
tions.

3.1 The Virtual Floor as a Fixed Feature
In conventional video-conferencing systems, users use a dedicated
button to mute and unmute for turn-taking, which often breaks the
flow of conversation. With OpenMic, we aim to support a mech-
anism for non-verbally conveying intention to talk, which also
implicitly mutes and unmutes. To help participants get a sense of
the locus of attention in multiparty video meetings, we propose
the concept of a Virtual Floor (Figure 4A) on a 2D What-You-See-
Is-What-I-See (WYSIWIS) canvas (Figure 4C). For the purpose of
readability, we refer distinctly to the interface concept as the Vir-
tual Floor, whereas conversational floor refers to the concept of
managing turn-taking in a conversation [58].

Moreover, the display layout follows the focus-plus-context ap-
proach [33, 41, 76]: the screen shows both an overview of the cur-
rent attendees and a centered view of speakers that are at the locus
of attention in the meeting. The layout is shared among users on
a strict WYSIWIS basis to help users relate one to another and

support proxemic cues. Users can drag their video feeds around
the WYSISWIS canvas (subsection 3.1C) to quickly switch between
different roles, e.g., speakers, floor holders, and auditors.

Inspired by proxemics, the Virtual Floor is based on the idea
of fixed/semifixed features [35], namely that humans use the fur-
nishing of a room to enact their respective roles in human-human
interaction. For instance, when people take specific seats around
a table, they take on different spatial roles, where some positions
signify intention to talk and others do not [45]. Another example
is in conference theatres, where the furnishing affords focused at-
tention on the stage area [45], and taking turns require the effort
of moving across the boundary between the audience area and the
stage where the performer is (or alternatively being passed a wire-
less microphone). Our Virtual Floor design most directly resembles
fixed-feature space, as it is immovable in the interface. We discuss
this shortcoming in Section 5.1. The following elaborates on the
design properties of the Virtual Floor.

• Design Property 1: Microphone Control. OpenMic provides
a conversational floor [58] as a fixed feature of the virtual 2D
space, to which participants can respond like a piece of virtual
“furniture.” Participants can use its edge as a boundary to draw
attention to themselves while simultaneously managing their
microphone, as the edges further define the boundary for muting
and unmuting the microphone (Figure 4A). The term conversa-
tional floor is intended to be considered metaphorically, i.e., its
purpose is to be appropriated by the meeting participants given
their current turn-taking needs (e.g., current activity, group size,
formal/informal). In this paper, we study the role of the conversa-
tional floor and investigate how meeting participants give social
meaning to the floor in the interface.
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• Design Property 2: Configuring the Floor Boundary for
Moderation. Beyond simply allocating space for a conversa-
tional floor, OpenMic supports configuration of the floor area’s
role regarding turn-taking: the degree of moderation can be con-
figured. The floor accommodates for the fact that increasing
group size for meetings requires more moderation [26, 45] via
two different modes of microphone management: freeform con-
versation and moderated conversation. Freeform mode (Figure 4A
Freeform Mode) has an open boundary where users can move
freely across the edges of the floor to mute and unmute. In Moder-
ated Mode (Figure 4A Moderated Mode), the floor edges serve as
a closed boundary around the floor. The moderation role is given
based on the participant’s location; all users on the Virtual floor
become moderators. As the floor has a closed boundary, anyone
who wants to be on the floor needs to be approved by a modera-
tor. Unlike other video conferencing tools that have designated
hosts or moderators, OpenMic utilizes the spatial relationship to
the fixed feature, i.e., the Virtual Floor, to allow fluid switching
of the roles during conversations. For example, when there is a
series of small group presentations, any member of the group on
the floor can easily hand over the floor to the next group or an
individual with a temporary question. The speakers on the floor
all have controls for moderating whether individuals from the au-
dience can enter. When audience members bring their video feed
to the boundary, there will be a yellow ring visualized around
the audience’s video feed. As everyone (speakers and audiences)
can see the yellow ring color and the video feed adjacent to the
boundary (Figure 5A-B), speakers can click their video feeds to
grant access to speaking and moving to the floor. The yellow ring
around the video feed will then become a green ring (with the
red muted icon changed to green unmuted specifically for the
granted audience) so that everyone in the meeting can notice the
audience being granted to speak (See Figure 5B-C).

A B

C

Floor Boundary

Figure 5: Floor Boundary

3.2 Malleable Mirrors On and Around the
Virtual Floor

Interaction techniques with video feeds and shared screens are sim-
ilar to Grønbæk et al.’s principle of Malleable Mirrors [31]. Mirrors
are video windows with mirrored images of people or streams from
screen sharing. Making mirrors malleable means to enable manipu-
lation of their properties. We extend this principle by binding these
properties (Design Property 3). When physically co-located, we rely
on the interpersonal space and are able to manage turn-taking in

conversations naturally by relying on conventions from cues such
as bodily orientation and mutual gaze [35, 42]. Moreover, E.T. Hall
[35] outlines how our physical distance to other people correlates
with our ability to perceive aspects of them. At public distance, we
mostly perceive large bodily gestures, whereas at social distance
we can clearly see facial expressions and nuanced hand gestures,
and at personal distance, we can perceive detailed eye movements
and gaze direction. In video-conferencing, these proxemic relations
do not disappear but instead, they are perceived virtually, where
increased video size becomes a signifier of decreased proxemic
distance; this is termed Perceived Proxemic Distance [18, 27].

Figure 6: Malleable and Projected Screens: A) Resizable
Screens. B) the user can click on the “project” icon to project
full screen to the Floor;

• Design Property 3:Mapping Scale andPosition ofMalleable
Mirrors. When interacting with Malleable Mirrors within the
Virtual Floor boundary, we apply simultaneous transformation of
position and scale. This technique is inspired by the concept of
Perceived Proxemic Distance. Hence, in OpenMic, video position
and size are integrated in a single mouse motion so that the resiz-
ing and re-positioning occurs in parallel rather than sequentially
(Figure 7B). Upon entering the floor boundary, the relative posi-
tion of the cursor to the center is mapped to video size, meaning
that the video size increases gradually as the participant moves
the cursor closer to the center of the floor. The video size will
expand to its maximum near Floor Center (Figure 7C-1). After
the video feed reaches its full size (Figure 7C-1), repositioning the
video feed will not result in any video size changes (Figure 7C:
1-2), as long as the video feed boundary is within the Floor bound-
ary (Figure 7D-1). The user can gradually shrink the video in
reverse as the video feed boundary reaches the Floor boundary
(Figure 7D-2). The unified continuous mapping of position and
size allows for the participant to implicitly reduce how others
perceive the proxemic distance to them, as they move towards
the center of attention of the conversational floor. This continu-
ous positioning and resizing of video feeds also applies to shared
screens (Figure 6A). In addition to moving their shared screen
to the Floor area, participants can project the intended screen
to the floor by double-clicking it (Figure 6A-B). The continuous
control of the degree to which one is in the perceived center of
attention enables participants to gradually enter and leave the
floor. Although the size of a person in the video framing can vary
as the person leans closer to or away from the camera, OpenMic
gives virtual control of a person’s apparent size.

• Design Property 4: Shape of Malleable Mirrors. In the transi-
tion of taking the floor, the shape of the video feed changes from
a circle to a rectangular shape that shows the full video feed. The
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Figure 7: Malleable Mirrors (Freeform Mode): A) the video feed will be reshaped during the transition from off-Floor to Floor
Edge; B) when entering the floor boundary, repositioning the video feed will continuously resize it until C-1) it reaches its
full size; C-2) the user can then reposition the video feed within the on-Floor area without video size changes. D-1) The video
feed will stay full size until D-2) it touches the Floor boundary, indicating a quit-Floor activity. The video size will thereafter
decrease.

circular crop is intended to maximize the view of the participant’s
face (for conveying head nodding) while minimizing the space
taken up in the periphery of the floor area. The rectangular shape
is intended to show the space around the participant’s head for
conveying hand gestures. Figure 7A shows the transition of how
participants outside the floor area take the floor and reshape
when entering the floor.

A final extension to Malleable Mirrors is that users can rehearse
their interactions without being observed by others. The ability
to rehearse interactions in a personal space has been shown to
be important in shared virtual spaces [34, 69, 70]. Users can drag
their video or screen feeds, seeing a temporarily semi-transparent
version of the video feed on the 2D WYSIWIS canvas to rehearse
their potential configuration before sharing the path before the
mouse-up event. With the mouse-up event, other participants can
see the semi-transparent feed animate to the position of the cursor
along the shortest path from its original position (Figure 4C).

4 EXPLORATORY STUDY
We conducted an exploratory study with OpenMic to gain insights
into how users use the Virtual Floor and video feed manipulation to
interact with each other and how these features enable novel turn-
taking behaviors in videomeetings. To qualitatively assess the effect
of OpenMic, we used Gibson’s participation-shift framework [21]
and analyzed how the proxemic cues through conversational floor
transitions are used to invoke different types of participation shifts.
We designed a series of tasks to specifically invoke such dynamics
and conducted a qualitative observational study consisting of two
multiparty meeting sessions.

4.1 Participants
We recruited 16 participants (8 females and 8 males) from the local
university (average age = 24.3). The participants were split into two
groups. Their familiarity with videoconferencing tools was high
(M=6.28, SD=0.19, measured on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 to 7).
All participants have used Zoom. Six of them have used Microsoft
Teams. Participants were provided with $20 as compensation for
the one and a half hour experiment.

4.2 Tasks and Procedure
Upon arrival to the virtual meeting room, participants filled out
a consent form and initial demographic survey. After this, the re-
searchers explained the purpose of the study to the participants. We
asked one remote participant to volunteer as a meeting moderator
and team leader in each group. Each study session lasted for about
an hour and 30 minutes and consisted of a training session, three
tasks, and an interview. Throughout the study, the experimenter
was in the virtual room of OpenMic, without interrupting an ongo-
ing task. Participants made their own decisions about how to use
OpenMic features, e.g., when to use FreeForm or Moderated Mode.
When one task ended, the experimenter would advance to introduce
the next task of the study. In some tasks during the session, the
group was divided into breakout rooms (separate running instances
of OpenMic) in four-person subgroups, before reconvening in the
same room.
4.2.1 Pre-Study Training (20 mins, eight-person group in one room).
Before the study, the research team demonstrated how to use Open-
Mic, including moving video feeds and sharing screens, and how
OpenMic’s Moderated and Freeform mode works to users. This
was done via video calls with a live remote demonstration. Partici-
pants were then asked to try OpenMic on their web browser and
were encouraged to freely explore the interface to get familiar with
OpenMic.

4.2.2 Turn Taking Task (5 mins, eight-person group in one room).
The first task was to introduce themselves to the group. After a brief
introduction, the eight participants were split into two subgroups
of four in two breakout rooms.

4.2.3 Ice-Breaking Task (15 mins, in four-person groups). After join-
ing the breakout room, the participants started an icebreaker game
called “One truth and two lies.” The moderator instructed each par-
ticipant to think of three statements about themselves: two must
be true statements, and one must be false. Others, as audiences,
could ask questions about the statements. After three rounds of
questions, they discussed and decided which one was the lie. We
chose this task to resemble a meeting where one speaker controls
one’s presence on the Virtual Floor, regarded as the floor holder
and others are supporting through audience participation and other
short interjections. We particularly observed dynamic use of video
position and scale in the conversation.
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Figure 8: A new presenter group enters the Virtual Floor (in an eight-person group). A-B: A group is moving themselves to the
floor (before switching to Moderated Mode). B-C: Transition of group presentation and switching groups from one group to
another. C: The presenting group members from the second group reserved themselves to the edge of the floor first, and then
adjusted their scale relative to others.

4.2.4 Survival Task (50 mins). Participants will be assigned to dis-
cussion sessions with a popular team-building task called Lost at
Sea [2]. We assigned a Google sheet with survival items to each
group and provided the group and individual sub-sheets. After re-
ceiving their scenario, participants were given up to ten minutes
to rank their items individually in their individual sub-sheet in the
order of most helpful to least useful for survival.
• Part 1 Breakout Task (25-30 min, in four-person groups): Eight
participants stayed in the same two four-person groups as the
ice-breaking task, and each group decided the top items of four in
a group discussion with a maximum of 30 minutes. We chose this
task to resemble a team discussion and decision-making meeting
where participants would discuss their opinions. The task also
required them to reach a consensus. We were interested in the
transitions between different virtual workspace arrangements of
people and screens.

• Part 2 Group Task (15-20 min, eight-person groups): After reaching
consensus, the two groups gathered in one room to present their
rationales by groups. They decided which group presented first.
When one group was presenting their choices and rationales,
another group remained off the floor as the audience. After each
presentation, there was a Q&A session where another group
could challenge the speaker group. We chose this task to mimic
group presentations where multiple speakers are on the floor and
audiences pose questions to the speakers. We were interested
in the behaviors on and off-Floor, and potential moderation of
speaker-audience conversations.

4.3 Data Collection and Analysis
We collected two types of data during the study. All data collection
and analysis for this study was approved by the IRB.

4.3.1 Video Data. The study sessionswere screen recorded. During
the study, two researchers collected field notes to capture interesting
episodes of turn-taking behaviors. We observed the participants’
behaviors, such as how they communicated non-verbally through
the video movement (via re-positioning and re-scaling) and how
they approached or retracted from the Virtual Floor for participation
shifts.

We conducted a top-down (deductive) thematic analysis on all
the notes. We first discussed preliminary themes that aligned with
the three proxemic metaphors (fixed/semifixed features, perceived

proxemic distance, and conversational transitions) and then grouped
the notes into themes related to these. When revisiting the video
data, we focused on episodes (see Figures 9–17) that are specifically
related to these themes (see themes below). Two researchers (the
ones who collected the field notes) were involved in the thematic
analysis. They also cross-referenced the focus-group findings with
the key episodes from the video analysis in order to re-review and
further refine the notes and key events from the recorded video
with the three main theoretical themes. The findings were finally
discussed and organized by all researchers on the team.

4.3.2 Focus Group. To complement the video data and field notes
with a qualitative understanding of the users’ experiences, focus
group interviews were conducted with all participants in their
four-person subgroups after the three study tasks. This resulted
in four focus group sessions. Each focus group interview session
lasted about 20 minutes. The interview probed participants general
use of OpenMic features. We specifically asked the groups about
interesting and surprising episodes and field notes that we observed
during the study tasks. The focus group interviews were screen
and transcribed.

4.4 Findings
This study showed diverse use of the system that connects socio-
spatial theory to turn-taking behaviors. The findings are structured
in the following three themes: Use of the Virtual Floor (4.5), Turn-
Taking Behaviors (4.6), and Re-configuring for Different Conversation
Styles (4.7). Under each theme, we report on a set of vignettes to
describe the details of interesting episodes of turn-taking behaviour.

4.5 Use of the Virtual Floor
The first group of observations regards how the Virtual Floor serves
as a fixed-feature space that bounds the shared attention, enabling
participants to manage the conversations in the meeting.

4.5.1 Perceived Personal Space Is Different On vs. Off the Virtual
Floor. Our observations show that the Virtual Floor provides a
visual separation of the 2D virtual space that differentiates how
participants behave and perceive each other on and off the Virtual
Floor in terms of their perceived personal space.

On the Virtual Floor, we saw indications that participants embody
their video feeds as their personal space, which is consistent with
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A B

Figure 9: Personal space off and on the Virtual Floor (in an
eight-person group). A: When participants entered the pre-
sentation room, they were crowded near the entrance. B: One
four-person group moved to the Virtual Floor to deliver a
group presentation; on the Virtual Floor, they were aware of
avoiding overlapping videos.

the findings of Grønbæk et al. [31]. For example, during the switch
to a new presenter group (Figure 8), participants on the Virtual
Floor tended to move closer to the boundary to leave space for
others. The focus group interview confirmed this analysis of how
participants interpreted the Floor as an open space and indicated
respect for the personal space of one another: “I consciously thought
about open space for more people, and we do not need to cover all
the space, we may leave some spaces for others to join. ” “...resemble
personal space, in the real world, would you stand on top of someone?
No, you wouldn’t.”

Off the Virtual Floor, however, we observed that participants
tended to stay at the initial position of where they appear upon
entrance with two or three participants overlapped with each other
(Figure 9A:top-left). They did not move their video feeds unless
they intended to take turns (Figure 9B).

This observation is corroborated by the focus group interview,
when one participant recommended supporting a transition from
the structured state of “taking seats in the dimmed area or around it
[the periphery of the floor]” to the unstructured state in OpenMic
so that participants perceived that they can benefit from “whenever
you want to take a turn, you can enter the floor and re-sizing our
video.”

This observation further indicates that the Virtual Floor provides
a clear visual separation to indicate where the shared attention is.
Because the floor area in the presentation scenario of Figure 8 and
Figure 9 serves the function of a stage for groups to present in front
of others, personal space becomes important to have clear views of
each presenter, but less so for the audience, who is not the center
of attention.

<Stick to the side after 
approval>

<back-and-forth>
Researcher Researcher

Researcher

A B

Figure 10: Group size affects the use of the Virtual Floor (in
ModeratedMode). A: In a four-person group, the participants
did not move away from the boundary and kept their micro-
phones on; B: In the eight-person group, the Off-Floor partic-
ipants entered and left the Virtual Floor more frequently.

4.5.2 Use of the Floor Boundary Depends on the Group Size. We
found the differences in the way participants enter and leave the
Virtual Floor by the group size, particularly in how the bound-
ary mediated their turn-taking behaviors. Even when the breakout
groups used aModeratedMode, they usually kept themselves on the
boundary and maintained the conversation flow for a long duration.
For instance, Figure 10A illustrates an example in a four-person
group when three participants kept maintaining their position on
the boundary for several minutes after their audio got approved
by the speaker. In contrast, Figure 10B shows an example that
in a larger eight-person group, a participant near the moderated
boundary kept entering and leaving the Floor four times to actively
engage in the conversation. During the focus group interview, a par-
ticipant mentioned how they interpreted the space on and around
the Virtual Floor and used it for turn-taking in group conversations:
“I thought [that] when you take the floor [it is] like when you stand
up in the classroom.” To further illustrate, the participant described
his experience in the classroom that he would sit back down when
he did not contribute to the conversation.

Group size also influences the moderation of the Virtual Floor
when there are multiple moderators on the Virtual Floor. When
therewas one speaker on the Floor (typically during the ice-breaking
task), it was simple for that speaker to control the crowd and provide
permission to speak without any problems (Figure 10A). However,
we discovered some difficulties in how multiple speakers managed
the Virtual Floor and coordinated audience permission to speak.
During the eight-person group with four speakers on the Floor, one
speaker asked the other on the floor to unmute participants in the
audience. When two participants in the audience approached the
boundary with the intention to speak, they were frequently allowed
(shown by a green ring surrounding the video feed) permission to
speak at the same time. This caused confusion and one from the
audience would have to withdraw their video. During the focus
group interview, the participants confirmed the confusion over who
grants participants off of the floor access.

4.6 Turn-Taking Behaviors
Resizable and repositionable video feeds enabled participants to
use their size, position, and distance to others to indicate their turn-
taking intentions. Moreover, the reconfiguration and the Virtual
Floor’s boundary supported the diverse micro-modification of video
movements.

4.6.1 Turn-taking Behavior during Presentations Exploits the Vir-
tual Floor as a Stage. On-Floor participants made consistent use
of their malleable video feeds for taking the turn - both re-sizing
and re-positioning on and around the Virtual Floor for explicit
communication with other members.

The following two episodes illustrate two different ways of tak-
ing the turn during the group’s presentation: (1) moving to the
center area of the Virtual Floor; (2) slightly enlarging themselves
near the edge by moving closer to the floor center. Vignette 1 (Fig-
ure 11) shows an episode where a participant shifted the "stage" of
Virtual Floor by first putting himself as the next speaker by mov-
ing his video feed to the center of the Floor, and he moved to top
peripheral area after finishing his turn (Figure 11C):
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Figure 11: Screenshots for Vignette 1 (Eight-Person Group, Presentation, Survival Task): Taking turns while on the floor (dashed
shapes indicate the previous or next video positions).
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Figure 12: Screenshots for Vignette 2 (Eight-Person Group, Q&A session, Survival Task): A transition from presentation to Q&A.

Vignette 1 (Figure 11): Eight-Person Group, Presentation. Group
1 entered the Floor to start their group presentation, and each of them
placed them at the edge of the Floor. There was a short silence before
anyone wants to start (A). P1 (yellow) self-selected as the next turn-taker.
He started the Moderated Mode and moved his video to the Floor center to
present his group’s idea (B); After P1 finished his presentation, he moved
himself to the upper-right position (C).

Another way can be illustrated in Vignette 2 (Figure 12) that
a participant enlarged himself a bit to answer the question by an
audience member during the Q&A session:

Vignette 2 (Figure 12): Eight-Person Group, Q&A session. There
was an audience question by P2 during the Q&A (A); P2 withdrew his video
after asking the question. P3 from the presenter group (red) moved himself
to the side (and then enlarged himself a bit) to answer the question (A);
P2, as the audience, moved himself to the boundary (approved by speak-
ers), saying “But...”, while he saw the intention of another audience (P4)
with yellow rings around his video feed (B-C). P2 then said “you first” and
withdrew (C).

These episodes show how on-Floor participants use the size and
position of their video feeds by shifting between the center and
peripheral area with their concurrent “self-selection” mechanism.
The Virtual Floor as a stage to configure multiple co-speakers and
align and re-configure their malleable video positions was also of
significant utility to participants to enhance participation and grab
attention from both other speakers and off-Floor audiences.
4.6.2 Relative Position between Videos on and around the Virtual
Floor. While resizable and repositionable video feeds enabled on-
Floor participants to grab attention, off-Floor participants made
consistent use of their relative position to communicate with dif-
ferent subsets of the group, e.g., address a group, a specific speaker
and maintain awareness of other audiences’ behavior.

Often, off-Floor participants took the floor using the shortest path
to the Virtual Floor (e.g., Figure 13A). This shows a turn-claiming
pattern in which audiences reversely address the whole presenter
group via the boundary of the Virtual Floor, and one or two of
the co-presenters would respond to the question (e.g., Figure 10).
We also observed some cases in which off-Floor participants move
to a specific position of the boundary to have a conversation in
relation to someone (i.e., address a specific person) on the Floor.
This shows a turn-usurping pattern when one of them takes the
floor and addresses a specific speaker to continue or adds a point
of another turn-taker. An example was illustrated in Vignette 3
(Figure 13) where one audience member (P3) prominently moved
her video feed right next to the boundary near the current speaker
(P1) to take the turn of what P1 addressed to another audience
member (P2), and built up on the conversational threads between
them (P1 and P2):

Figure 13: Screenshots for Vignette 3 (Eight-Person Group,
Q&A Session): Turn-usurping indicated with video changes.

Vignette 3 (Figure 13): Eight-Person Group, Q&A session. Right af-
ter the speaker (S1 in green) finished his presentation, he moved himself
to the corner of the Virtual Floor (top-right); the auditor (A1 in red) drew his
video feed to the moderated boundary and asked a question (A); S1 then
responded to him ending up with “Does it make sense?”. Another audience
(A2 in yellow) moved herself from the bottom-left to top-right (farther path
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Figure 14: Screenshots for Vignette 4 (Four-Person Group, Survival Task Part 1): Conveying intention to hand over the floor.

but closer relative position), saying “well, an adjacent question to [A1]’s
question...” (B).

The finding shows how the relative position around the Virtual
Floor and the proximity to other participants’ (especially a speaker)
video feeds provide participants with more opportunities to express
their intention to others. The relative position (being able to enact
closer interpersonal distances) also aided communication as the user
can point their video feeds to a specific individual as an indicator
to address a person.

4.6.3 Resizing the Video Can Convey the Intent to Hand Over the
Floor. As illustrated in prior sections, speakers (on the floor) and
auditors (off the floor) made use of the re-positioning extensively for
turn-taking and role switch between central and passive speakers
in the Survival Task (eight-person group) for group presentation
and Q&A tasks.

Here, we also observed two ways of how speakers used video re-
sizing to convey intentions of turn-claiming3 in four-person groups.
First, one episode (Figure 16B-C) shows how decreasing video size
can indicate intent to give the floor to others: the participant slightly
moved towards the corner to invite others to take the floor. Sec-
ond, as an opposite example, the episode in Vignette 4 (Figure 14A)
shows how the speaker subtly enlarged the video as a nonverbal
form of conveying the intention to the whole group to reach an
agreement. It then shows how this interaction invites other group
members to enter the Virtual Floor to engage in the conversation
(Figure 14B-C).

Vignette 4 (Figure 14): Four-Person Group, Group discussion. S1
(red) tried to hand over the floor verbally with “I guess if everyone agrees,
we can put 1 and 4 and the seat cushion, right? That would work?” Other
group members responded by nodding their heads (A). He then moved
himself closer to the Floor center and hence subtly enlarged his video feed
on the Floor, saying “yeah? Or I will just put it in the sheet” (A-B); Other
group members started to enter the Virtual Floor and address their ideas.
A1 responded “Yes, I agree; also, water would be the second choice, and
for the third, we kind of divided on that..” (C).

During the focus group, participants reported mismatches be-
tween their understanding of the conversation state: “I nodded my
head a lot during the tasks mostly because I thought that the speaker
was gonna continue his statement and ideas so that I would not in-
terrupt, [...] but later he enlarged himself, and it was obvious that it
could be my turn to say something.”

3Turn-claiming happens when a speaker addresses the whole group, and a third party
responds to the invitation.

One reason for this mismatch is that the request was interpreted
differently by other group members as a confirmation rather than a
handover request as participants further commented on the process
of addressing the whole group is sometimes a hard-to-tell intention
in video-mediated communication: “we can explicitly mention some-
one’s name, when you what to address a specific person. [...] When
someone asked the whole group, it is often hard to tell when the turn
goes next in the video meetings. Did the speaker finish his turn? [...]
In this case, OpenMic did a great job.” Another possible explanation
regarding this challenge of addressing the whole group has been
found in prior work [66] that people are relatively polite in video
meetings when taking the turn and less tenacious about holding
the floor, which can be potentially alleviated by adjusting the size
of video feeds to mediate their concurrent talk in OpenMic.

4.7 Re-configuring for Different Conversation
Styles

The following shows episodes where groups transition between dif-
ferent spatial configurations of video and screen feeds. We analyze
how they re-configure the 2D workspace for different conversation
styles to achieve the desirable turn-taking properties for the given
task.

1st

2rd

3rd

A B

Researcher Researcher

Figure 15: Turn-continuing with persistent video size and
position (in a four-person group). A-B: P1 (in blue) was pre-
senting her choice when other group members asked her
questions by moving to the floor sequentially (labeled num-
ber as the order), but P1 was still leading the discussion.

4.7.1 Enhanced Awareness of Intention Helps Avoid Confusion. In
the presentation configuration, speakers are on the Virtual Floor,
whereas the audience is distributed around it, which supports
workspace awareness during Q&A: crossing the boundary shows
clear intention to talk, which helped prevent potential confusion
regarding who is next to speak. For example, Fig 12B-C illustrates
such an example where the audience member withdrew his video
feed as he saw the approach of another audience member to the
boundary and understood his intention to take the floor.
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Figure 16: Screenshots for Vignette 5 (Four-Person group): Workspace transitions and Re-organization of Shared screens.

Figure 17: Screenshots for Vignette 6 (Four-Person Group): Re-organization of large shared screens.

4.7.2 The Organization of Shared Screens Shapes Turn-Taking Pat-
terns. The support for multiple simultaneously shared screens dis-
tributed around the Virtual Floor helped mediate turn-taking. We
will show two episodes in four-person groups that show interesting
ways of using screens to handle turn-taking conflicts. For instance,
Figure 15 details a workspace organization that shaped the given
group’s turn-taking patterns during artifacts sharing, where one
participant maintained the central role of leading the discussion
while other members momentarily jumped in to the conversation
to question her choices (without showing their own list). However,
Vignette 5 in Figure 16 shows an episode that represents a conver-
sational transition from a configuration that enabled item-to-item
discussion of comparing their individual selections around each
other’s shared sheets (Figure 16A) to a configuration supporting
quick shifts between individuals presenting (Figure 16B-C).

Vignette 5 (Figure 16): Four-Person Group, Group discussion One
participant was presenting his selection of items, followed by a quick round
of discussion about the top item and comparison between each other’s
decision and sheets (all the participants moved their screens to the floor
to point out their rationales over the item). They then found it a bit hard
to come to an agreement. One participant proposed to go through it one
by one (A); Participants then put off their screens. One participant (green)
claimed the turn to be the first to speak and moved his screen to the center
(B). After he finished his turn, he slightly moved his video feed towards the
bottom-right corner, saying “I will take myself off the screen so some of you
can take it” before he leave the floor (B,C).

The above episode shows that the re-positioning of screens pre-
vents potential conflicts regarding who is taking the next turn to
speak. On the contrary, the current implementation of sharing
screens in full-screen (standout) also caused issues regarding how
to position person videos within the limited display space. The
episode in Vignette 6 (Figure 17) shows that when screen-sharing

needed to cover the entire Virtual Floor, users struggled with how
to position themselves to avoid occluding the content of discussion.

Vignette 6 (Figure 17): Four-Person Group, Group discussion Once
each member of a four-person group had presented their own ranking of
the survival task, there was a three-minute discussion during which each
group member was on the Floor, yet none of them shared screens or
moved their video feed (A), and they viewed their dual screens and dis-
cussed their group’s decision aloud. Finally, after a discussion about an
item, S1 was trying to confirm the choice with his group members, when
he looked back to the primary screen on his laptop: “Okay, then I will put
the third one as the shaving mirror...wait, I will share my screen.” After the
screen was shared, the origin position of S2 and S3 appeared to cover the
shared screen. They then moved themselves to other places (A,B). Later,
S3 avoided covering the display by shifting to the upper-left edge (C).

The participants’ need to stay on the floor is that it is what keeps
them unmuted and thus technically allows them to stay engaged in
the conversation. Hence, this vignette shows that the support for
conversational floor transitions with person videos is competing
with screen-sharing to use the limited screen real-estate on the
Virtual Floor.

5 DISCUSSION
Here we outline the main implications of our work, based on the
prospects and limitations raised in our studies. We further point to
future directions for supporting turn-taking with interface concepts
inspired by proxemics theory.

5.1 Support a Variety in Group Sizes with
Fixed/Semifixed Features

Proxemics research has found that an important factor determining
how we organize in relation to fixed- and semifixed-feature spaces
is group size [45]. In co-located small-group meetings, we tend to
organize around roundtables (affords equal participation), whereas
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Figure 18: Turn-taking Zones: based on observed turn-taking patterns, we categorize users’ partitioning of the Virtual Floor
area into four zones; Audience, Near-Edge, Transition, and Center.

larger meetings may be held in lecture theatres (affording modera-
tion) [45]. We saw many similar patterns in the social interactions
emerging across our studies with OpenMic. Comparing full-group
(8-person) and breakout-group (4-person) activities, it is clear that
in small-group meetings (4 persons), participants tend to negotiate
the Virtual Floor space akin to how we engage with a “meeting
table” (i.e., staying seated, gesturing to take the floor) with relatively
static patterns, whereas even in medium-sized meetings (8 persons),
the dynamics change to resemble more formal social interaction
patterns, akin to lecture halls (i.e., raising the hand, standing up to
speak) with rich conversation dynamics and conversational floor
transitions. This result also makes sense given common issues with
microphone management in video meetings; in small-group conver-
sation, participants rarely need to mute, but may exploit the area
near the floor edge or video re-sizing for turn-taking cues. On the
other hand, larger groups may appropriate the area as a “stage” with
open mic, where participants can “walk on stage” (unmute), or with
moderated mic control, where participants are given permission to
“walk on stage”.

The implication for future interface designers interested in de-
veloping virtual fixed/semifixed features, is to support a variety of
group sizes, with different levels of moderation. As group size in-
creases, meetings tend to be more moderated [26], and the OpenMic
design provides an example principle to support this variety, with a
switch for moderating entry to the Virtual Floor (Moderator Mode
vs. FreeForm Mode). The mode switch only scratches the surface of
ways that fixed/semifixed features can be configurable. Our Virtual
Floor design resembles more fixed-feature space, as the position
and size of the Virtual Floor frame were fixed. However, it could be
interesting to explore the impact of designing the Virtual Floor as
a semifixed-feature space; e.g., enable changes in position and size
of the Virtual Floor frame to cover different areas and amounts of
the display space, or support the creation of multiple floor frames
for breakout room conversations [37]. This way, participants could
“refurnish” their virtual 2D space for turn-taking properties that are
desirable to the given group size and activity. Moreover, semifixed
floors may support a larger variety of meetings, and may affect the
turn-taking behavior (e.g., a smaller floor will provide a bottleneck
for the number of current speakers that can appear at a reasonable
size).

5.2 Turn-taking Zones: Trade-offs in Free vs.
Curated Positioning of Videos

Analyzing the episodes of the exploratory study, we see patterns
emerging in how participants the virtual 2D space, whether in-
teracting in small- or medium-sized groups. We categorize users’
partitioning of the virtual space into four types of Turn-taking Zones:
audience zone, near-edge zone, transition zone, and center zone
(Figure 18). The progression of these zones resembles the concept
of proxemic distance zones [35]. A similar HCI concept is seen for
ubicomp applications with proxemic interactions [28] and grad-
ual engagement [48]. In our case, these zones mediate the gradual
engagement with other participants in distributed video meetings.

In both group presentation tasks and breakout-group tasks, 4-
person groups took the Virtual Floor area. In these situations, the
Near-Edge Zone was used as a temporary peripheral zone, reserved
for their video feeds (in a smaller scale) closer to the boundary
(Fig. 8A). Episodes of movement in the Transition Zone showed
diverse and rich interactions with subtle proxemic cues (as outlined
in Section 4.6). The movement across to the Center Zone shows the
change of conversation state, and overall we identified three differ-
ent strategies: 1) using the Near-Edge Zone to show the intention of
taking the floor (waiting for others to finish the turn), shifting from
an auditor to the speaker role; 2) moving to the Transition Zone
directly to start a turn, speaking up in the discussion; 3) moving
swiftly from the Near-Edge Zone to the Transition/Center Zone and
back to the Near-Edge Zone again, to shift between being passive
co-speaker and central speaker that is currently speaking.

The emergence of these zones is also consistent with studies
of territoriality in proxemics literature [35], HCI studies of collab-
orative interfaces [64, 74], and 2D virtual interfaces that provide
video embodiment [31], where people respect boundaries of per-
sonal space. In our case, this was seen in how meeting participants
avoided overlapping video feeds, and in how they continually ne-
gotiated the real-estate of the 2D workspace in tasks crowded with
screen feeds, e.g., the more successful cases of turn-taking were
occurring in the eight-person groups (vignettes 1-3), whereas for
four-person groups, the use of the boundary was less frequent and
the full-screen screen-sharing conflicted with the use of the floor
space to stay engaged (unmuted) in the conversation (vignette 6).
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This highlights a trade-off regarding fine-grained video move-
ment vs. binary and coarse-grained control of video feeds. Compar-
ing small-sized and medium-sized group dynamics, one conclusion
might be that it had negligible value for small-group dynamics,
whereas it would provide more value for larger groups, and perhaps
even more so for the tasks that involve more formal negotiation of
the Virtual Floor space, such as groups switching between taking
the floor to share screens. Future designers of video-conferencing
interfaces with proxemic metaphors may thus consider supporting
a better balance between structured and unstructured layouts of
video feeds. With more structure implied by having several fixed-
feature elements, it may reduce the amount of manual effort, e.g.,
by enabling videos to snap to zones in the interface (akin to e.g.,
Sprout [6] or Teamflow [9]). On the contrary, more flexible move-
ment of videos also provides more opportunities for expressing
interpersonal relations virtually [31].

5.3 Support for Different Kinds of Proximity
Cues

Our analysis of turn-taking events via virtual proxemic metaphors
revealed compelling insights for how the OpenMic design may
address the issue of users’ confusion regarding others’ intention to
talk, thus supporting conversational floor transitions. Prior work
found more explicit (or formal) handovers in video-mediated com-
munication, where this formality came from addressing others by
name, as video communication usually lacks gaze or other implicit
cues [66]. Our evaluation of OpenMic indicates that movable and
re-sizeable video feeds may substitute the verbal handover of turns
by making the handover cues more visually explicit to others. The
following explains the observations regarding proximity cues, high-
lighting the design implication that relative video size and position
provide two different proximity cues that may serve different pur-
poses for turn-taking; relative position can be used for addressing
individuals whereas relative size can be used for addressing groups.

5.3.1 Resizing as a Cue for Grabbing Group Attention. Video resiz-
ing served as a way to grab attention, which extends the concept
of Perceived Proxemic Distance [18, 27] from static configuration
of engagement to gradual transitions between levels of engage-
ment. Aside from configuring their video feeds to the center, a
more frequent way to enhance participation in a conversation is
to subtly enlarge their video feeds. A reverse pattern is that users
may slightly make themselves smaller when they want to indicate
that their speaking turn was finished.

5.3.2 Close Relative Distance Between Person Videos to Address
Individuals. While Perceived Proxemic Distance is originally con-
cerned with the impact of video size on interpersonal relations
[18, 27], we found that the relative position between people’s video
feeds also appears to serve as a proximity cue to grab others’ atten-
tion. What is especially interesting about this, is that in terms of
turn-taking, it may provide a substitute for mutual gaze [36, 75],
which we use as a primary cue for addressing individuals when
face-to-face. Modern meeting tools such as Gather [1] and Won-
der [7] use proximity (i.e., the relative distance between videos) to
determine the social group boundary and support approach and
leave-taking [24]. With OpenMic, we have demonstrated the novel
possibilities of using these same interaction principles but for the

purpose of conveying clearer intentions between who is talking to
whom within a conversation.

5.3.3 Addressing Groups vs. Individuals. The patterns of use show
that video resizing is often used when grabbing the attention (low-
ering perceived distance) of an entire group, whereas moving one’s
video feed closer in relative position to another video feed means
lowering the perceived distance to a specific person (which is use-
ful for addressing a specific individual). In Gibson’s terms of turn-
taking [21], this then means that video resizing provides support
for turn-claiming (i.e., addressing a group), whereas relative video
positions provide support for turn-receiving (i.e., addressing an
individual).

5.4 Limitations and Future Work
We finally turn to a discussion of the limitations of the OpenMic
system and user study.
5.4.1 Scalability of OpenMic. We designed OpenMic to support
turn-taking in small to medium-sized group conversations (4-10
people), and the user study only investigated the use of OpenMic
using 4- and 8-person groups. While the concept of using prox-
emic metaphors for conversational floor transitions is not limited
to smaller meetings, the system may need further design iterations
to support larger group meetings. For example, the off-floor space
may not be sufficient to accommodate videos of a large audience,
and the floor boundary for moderated conversation may cause
challenges in understanding the order of bystanders lined up for
participation. A further study after design iterations with larger
meetings will provide an understanding of how a video meeting
interface designed using proxemic metaphors can support the tran-
sitions across groups of audience and speakers. Moreover, OpenMic
mainly focuses on the proxemic metaphors of person space and
digital task space. Future work can utilize and explore the effect of
proxemic metaphors on turn-taking for physical task spaces such
as conversations around shared physical artifacts [38].

5.4.2 Effort of Making Gradual Transitions. While our results sug-
gest that the self-controlled gradual transitions can help users ex-
press and understand turn-taking intentions, it also showed that
the interaction for gradually relocating video feeds might degrade
the efficiency of transitions. This problem can be more severe if
the users do not use an efficient pointing device or are not skilled
with pointing interactions, as small delays in transitions can be
detrimental in fluid conversational transitions [61]. To ease the tran-
sition effort, future work may investigate template layouts (such
as with Gather [1] or Sprout [6]) for different kinds of turn-taking
needs, or implicit interaction techniques, such as detecting implicit
turn-taking cues from gestures and facial expressions.

5.4.3 On-Floor Backchannel. In OpenMic, speakers on the floor
take multiple roles of making the conversation and managing the
floor to control audience participation, which caused several on-
floor participants to struggle to properly moderate the conversation.
In addition to the moderation burden, the confusion among the
speakers about the current moderation status made it challenging
for them to efficiently manage the floor. This may imply the need for
a backchannel (e.g., a dedicated chat) for on-floor users to support
fluid floor management.
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5.4.4 Use of Deductive Analysis. We used the deductive method for
qualitative analysis, which may cause overlooking some potential
topics as it concentrates on the predefined themes. While we ac-
knowledge its limitations, we consider this method to be adequate
for our study as the main goal was to understand the similarities
and differences between the theory (i.e., the proxemic metaphors)
and the study findings. Future research may include more in-depth
evaluations of OpenMic involving inductive analysis to thoroughly
understand the afforded turn-taking behaviors in multiparty video
meetings.

6 CONCLUSION
We have presented the concept and evaluation of OpenMic; a 2D
virtual space for videoconferencing designed to support conversa-
tional floor transitions as explicit non-verbal cues for turn-taking
in multiparty remote meetings. OpenMic offers a unique combi-
nation of Malleable Mirrors (changes to position and size) and a
Virtual Floor (fixed-feature space), which conditions mirror ma-
nipulations by their spatial relation to it. We evaluated OpenMic
in an exploratory study analyzing patterns in proxemic cues for
conversational floor transitions. The study findings support the
argument that with continuous control and awareness of users’
video size and position, users have new means to read off others’
intention to talk and identified turn-taking zones. Based on these re-
sults, we highlight the following implications for designing virtual
2D interfaces to support proxemic transitions: Support a variety
in group sizes; Trade-offs in free vs. curated positioning of videos;
Support for different kinds of proximity cues. These results point to
exciting new directions for using proxemics theory to inform the
design of videoconferencing interfaces for turn-taking.
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